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Using Corpus to Facilitate Vocabulary Teaching in the Data-driven Learning Classroom

Ge Lan, Purdue University

As the fast development of technology in 1990s, concordancing tools and corpora began to be integrated in the context of the second language (L2) education. A new type of teaching method, data-driven learning (DDL), receives increasing attention from scholars, because of its advantages in teaching lexico-grammatical features. DDL refers to using concordance tools to provide L2 learners a chance to interact with authentic language in corpora. The purpose of this paper is to have an in-depth analysis of the role corpus can play in supporting vocabulary teaching in a DDL class. At the beginning, the importance and difficulties of vocabulary teaching are explained, followed by a review of existing common vocabulary teaching methods. After that, DDL is introduced in details, covering the theoretical background and pedagogical benefits (i.e., enhancement of learning autonomy and long-term learning effect). Next, some limitations related to DDL are analyzed, including high demands of technology and lack of relevant knowledge from general L2 teachers. Feasible solutions are provided, namely using paper-based materials or appropriate grouping techniques in class. At the end, the tips regarding materials development for DDL are discussed with specific sample activities related to different aspects of vocabulary.
knowledge, such as morphology, collocation, and registers, among others. The paper presents a positive view of using corpus in a DDL class to teach L2 vocabulary and calls for more empirical studies on the similar topics in the future.
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